9TH WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT
NORTHEASTERN POST GAME QUOTES
Saturday, March 5, 2011
NORTHEASTERN GOALTENDER FLORENCE SCHELLING AND FORWARD
ALYSSA WOHLFEILER
On general thoughts on the game…
FS: it was a great game for us. We had such a good team spirit going on. We didn’t have
anything to lose. We didn’t have any pressure so that was definitely a great thing and we
totally pulled it off.
On what it does to the team seeing their goaltender step up with big saves…
AW: It really keeps out spirits high. We have known the whole season and since she has
gotten to school that she (Schelling) is one of the top goalies in the world. When we see
her play like that we know it is going to be a great game and we are going to be in it the
whole game.
On the intensity of the game picking up as the game went on…
AW: We have some small forwards but they will really grind it out in the corners. They
are not afraid to get dirty and go in there and get the pucks. I think we showed a lot of
character not backing down and they have some big forwards though. I think we
definitely stepped up.
On her goal that made it 4-2 Northeastern…
Aw: Well I picked it up and I saw there was no one around, all their forwards were pretty
low, so I didn’t want to rush anything. I was looking to pass, usually I look to pass first
and I just saw the defenseman go down and slide and ride it to my backhand. My
backhand has been working pretty well for me in practice and just tried to roof it and get
it over the pad. Luckily it went it.
On her first period in net and saving shot after shot…
FS: for me those are the games that I love because it keeps me in the game throughout the
whole period. There is literally no minute that I am just standing around thinking about
something else. It is just good and I am happy I was able to keep the team in that game
with a couple saves.
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